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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
To assist the Southeast Wisconsin Schools Alliance (SWSA) in exploring the causes and effects
of teacher turnover and strategies for teacher recruitment and retention, Hanover Research
(Hanover) has prepared the following best practices report. The report comprises three
sections based on areas of interest identified in collaboration with SWSA:
Section I: Teacher Attrition and Mobility – This section addresses the trends, predictors,
and impacts of teacher turnover.
Section II: Teacher Recruitment – This section discusses strategies for successful
teacher recruitment.
Section II: Retaining New Teachers – Mentorship Programming – This section outlines
strategies for successfully retaining new teachers with a specific focus on teacher
mentorship.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the evidence presented in this report, Hanover recommends that districts should:
Partner with local universities and teacher preparation programs to influence the goals
and quality of teacher preparation programming, as well as to provide accurate
information, on-site training, and pre-service teaching experiences to future teachers.
Implement comprehensive and structured mentoring programs that support new
teachers’ effectiveness in an atmosphere of a positive and collaborative school culture.
Provide opportunities for experienced and highly-effective teachers to advance in their
career by acting as mentors for new teachers; because the mentor role should be a
career advancement opportunity for effective teachers, districts should be sure to
“brand” the role accordingly, provide mentor professional development, and identify
and reduce barriers to effective mentoring activities.

KEY FINDINGS
The annual teacher turnover rate in the United States consistently totals around 16
percent, and 40 to 50 percent of new teachers leave the profession within their first
five years of teaching. A recent analysis by Learning Policy Institute found that teachers
of certain academic subjects and areas of expertise, including foreign language, special
education, math, science, and English language development, have higher rates of
attrition than other teachers. Higher attrition and mobility rates are also observed
among teachers under age 30 and over age 50, as well as among teachers with less
comprehensive teacher preparation and those who are alternatively-certified.
Furthermore, schools with greater percentages of minority and disadvantaged students
experience higher rates of teacher turnover across the board.
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Teachers at all stages of their career cite job dissatisfaction as their primary reason for
leaving their position and/or the teaching profession overall. Teacher dissatisfaction
often stems from a lack of support from colleagues and school administrators, as well
as negative school environments. Teachers, and particularly new teachers, are more
likely to feel ineffective in their roles without positive school cultures and supportive
leaders, and as a result are more likely to leave teaching.
Mentoring programs make positive impacts on new teachers’ initial experiences and
can significantly improve new teacher retention. Positive teacher mentorships are the
most impactful contributors to new teachers’ classroom effectiveness. One study found
that 86 percent of new teachers who were mentored by experienced teachers stayed at
their schools after their first five years, compared to just 71 percent of new teachers
without mentors. Effective mentorship programs rely on the expertise of experienced
mentors who respectfully and empathetically support their mentees in all areas of
teaching and school culture.
Strategically recruiting quality, well-prepared teachers, districts can help to avoid high
rates of teacher turnover. Schools and districts can actively engage in teacher
preparation programs through formal partnerships with institutions of higher
education, or in alternative partnerships with universities, colleges, and alternative
teacher preparation programs to identify and recruit candidates with the skills and
competencies needed in their schools. Starting the recruitment process early also allows
schools to gather as much information as possible on potential candidates and start
hiring new teachers.
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SECTION I: TEACHER ATTRITION AND MOBILITY
This section addresses the trends, predictors, and impacts of teacher turnover. The following
terms are frequently used throughout this section:
Mobility: the rate at which teachers leave schools or districts to teach elsewhere.
Attrition: the rate at which teachers leave the teaching profession altogether.
Turnover: the rate at which teachers leave positions, schools, districts, and the teaching
profession altogether.

TRENDS IN TEACHER ATTRITION AND MOBILITY
The annual teacher turnover rate in the United States totals about 16 percent, which is
around four percentage points higher than the average turnover rate among other
professions.1 The source of teacher turnover, as pictured in Figure 1.1, is a combination of
teacher attrition, or teachers who leave the profession (“leavers”), and teacher mobility, or
the teachers who move to different schools or districts (“movers”). Within the last ten years,
the percentage of leavers has remained around 8 percent – meaning that nearly 90,000
teacher vacancies exist across the United States every year. This percentage of leavers
includes teachers who retire or who were terminated. Additionally, the percentage of
movers, both voluntary and involuntary, also remains around 8 percent annually.2
Figure 1.1: Sources of Teacher Turnover
Involuntary Turnover
2%
Retirement
3%
“Stayers”
84%

Turnover
16%

Voluntary, PreRetirement "Leavers"
5%
Voluntary "Movers"
6%

Source: Learning Policy Institute3

1

Riggs, L. “Why Do Teachers Quit?” The Atlantic, 2013.
https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2013/10/why-do-teachers-quit/280699/
2 Carver-Thomas, D. and L. Darling-Hammond. “Teacher Turnover: Why It Matters and What We Can Do About It.”
Learning Policy Institute, 2017. p. 4. https://learningpolicyinstitute.org/sites/default/files/productfiles/Teacher_Turnover_REPORT.pdf
3 Figure taken verbatim with modification from Ibid., p. 4.
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Reviewing data from the nationally-representative 2012 Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS)
and the 2013 Teacher Follow-up Survey (TFS) conducted by the National Center for Education
Statistics, the Learning Policy Institute identified the most common reasons teachers leave
the profession. Fifty-five percent of leavers selected “dissatisfaction” as a “very important”
reason for leaving. Respondents were able to select more than one reason for leaving; overall,
43 percent of respondents reported “family/personal reasons,” 31 percent reported
“retirement,” 31 percent reported “to pursue another job,” and 18 percent reported
“financial reasons” as “very important” reasons for leaving the profession (see Figure 1.2).4
Figure 1.2: Top Reasons Teachers Leave the Teaching Profession Among Voluntary Leavers
Dissatisfaction
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Source: The Learning Policy Institute5

Among dissatisfied leavers, 25 percent reported that
they were most dissatisfied with assessments and
accountability measures. Twenty-one percent of leavers
reported dissatisfaction with the school administration,
and another 21 percent reported dissatisfaction with the
teaching career overall.6 For more detailed data on the
reasons teachers have for leaving, please see Appendix
A, which includes the disaggregated data from the
Learning Policy Institute’s analysis of the SASS and TFS
surveys.

CAUSES FOR TEACHER
DISSATISFACTION
• School Administration
• Lack of Influence or Say
Over School DecisionMaking
• School Facilities and
Environment
• Lack of Teaching Resources
and Mentoring
• Assessments, Evaluations,
and Accountability
Measures

Like those that left the teaching profession, teachers
who changed schools or districts reported similar reasons for their decision, including
“dissatisfaction,” “family/personal reasons,” “to teach at another school,” “financial
reasons,” and “retirement benefits,” as shown in Figure 1.3. Among dissatisfied voluntary
movers, 33 percent reported dissatisfaction with the school administration, 29 percent were
dissatisfied because of their lack of influence on school decisions, and 27 percent reported
dissatisfaction with school facilities and teaching resources.7
4

Carver-Thomas and Darling-Hammond, Op. cit., p. 5.
Contents of figure taken verbatim from Ibid., p. 6.
6 Ibid., p. 5.
7 Ibid., p. 6.
5
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Figure 1.3: Top Reasons Teachers Change Schools/Districts among Voluntary Movers
Dissatisfaction
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Source: The Learning Policy Institute8

In addition to identifying common teacher reasons for leaving their school or the profession,
The Learning Policy Institute’s analysis of survey data also identified several “risk factors” that
predict teacher attrition, as summarized in Figure 1.4.
Figure 1.4: Factors Associated with Teacher Attrition, Learning Policy Institute
School
Characteristics
Associated with
High Teacher
Attrition

•Poverty: Teacher turnover is higher in Title I schools, which serve a
greater proportion of low-income students.
•Demographics: Teacher turnover is higher in schools that serve a
greater proportion of minority students.

Teacher
Characteristics
Associated with
High Teacher
Attrition

•Academic Subject: Math, science, special education, English
language development, and foreign language teachers are more
likely to leave their school and/or the teaching profession.
•Certification and Preparation: Alternatively-certified teachers
experience higher turnover rates than traditionally-certified
teachers.
•Demographics: Teachers of color experience higher turnover rates
than white teachers.
•Age: Teachers under 30 and over 50 experience higher rates of
turnover than mid-career teachers.

Additional
Factors

•Administrative Support: Teachers who report low levels of
administrative support are at greater risk for attrition
•Salary Levels: Controlling for other factors, teachers in a district
with a maximum salary under $60,000 are at greater risk for
attrition

Source: Learning Policy Institute9

8
9

Contents of figure taken verbatim from Ibid.
Figure summarized with some language verbatim from: Ibid., pp. v-vi.
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NEW TEACHER TURNOVER
Though reasons for new teacher turnover are generally consistent with reasons for overall
teacher turnover, there are some reasons that are unique to new teachers. Teachers in the
United States struggle with stress, managing their work-life balance, and feeling valued at
work. Long work hours that extend beyond school hours is not sustainable for many new
teachers, especially considering low starting salaries. Coupled with these mental and financial
tolls, the emotional toll that many teachers take on by working with at-risk students also
cause new-teacher-burnout.10
According to a qualitative study for Teacher Development, new teachers begin their careers
optimistically, hoping to significantly contribute to their schools and make lasting impacts on
their students. However, new teachers’ initial experiences in the profession often contradict
their expectations, causing them to feel discouraged. Once new teachers begin feeling
“disillusionment” in this pre-exit stage, it is often very difficult for them to have hope for
improvement.11 These early experiences are described in Teacher Development as “arrested
development,” described in Figure 1.5 below. Ultimately these factors, such as support from
school leaders and a positive, welcoming school culture, can support new teacher’s resilience
or damage their chances of retention.
Figure 1.5: Arrested Development Factors in New Teacher Disillusionment
LACK OF EMOTIONAL SUPPORT FROM SCHOOL LEADERS

▪ Lack of emotional support from school leadership negatively affected new teachers’ personal sense
of wellbeing and self-esteem and led to feelings of isolation.

▪ Lack of support was attributed to leadership migration or lack of trust/empathy displayed by
leaders.

▪ New teachers value leaders who provide support, and they mourn the loss of these leaders who
leave the school.
SCHOOL CULTURE

▪ School cultures set the conditions for success and prescribe acceptable levels of emotional support
and emotional labor.

▪ School culture can determine how new teachers perceive themselves fitting into the community.
▪ New teacher leavers report not feeling welcome and not fitting in as reasons for leaving the
profession and identified their schools as places of conflict.

▪ Lack of sharing of veterans’ expertise and practice adds to new teachers’ feelings of exclusion.
▪ A contributing factor to the process of leaving was a negative school culture where the new teachers
perceived that too much emphasis on improving test results prevented time for other educative
experiences.
Source: Teacher Development12

10

Riggs, Op. cit.
Gallant, A. and P. Riley. “Early Career Teacher Attrition: New Thoughts on an Intractable Problem.” Teacher
Development, 18:4, 2014. p. 575. Retrieved from EBSCOhost.
12 Contents of figure taken verbatim with modifications from Ibid., pp. 575–576.
11
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Mentoring partnerships especially impact new teachers’ initial experience. The American
Institutes for Research (AIR) report that positive teacher mentorships are the most impactful
factors contributing to new teachers’ classroom effectiveness.13 Specifically, according to a
2015 teacher retention study from the National Center for Education Statistics, new teachers
who were mentored by experienced teachers were more likely to stay at their schools after
their first five years than teachers without mentors (86 percent compared to 71 percent, as
shown in Figure 1.6 below).14 More information on leveraging quality mentoring programs
for improved teacher retention is discussed in greater detail in Section II.
Figure 1.6: New Teacher Retention and the Impact of Mentors
New Teachers Without Mentors

New Teachers With Mentors

Left Teaching
Within Five
Years
14%

Left Teaching
Within Five Years
29%

Stayed in Teaching
after Five Years
71%

Stayed in Teaching
After Five Years
86%

Source: National Center for Education Statistics15

IMPACT OF TEACHER TURNOVER
Teacher turnover can have significant effects on student achievement. According to a study
from the National Center for Analysis of Longitudinal Data in Education Research (CALDER),
teacher turnover had harmful effects on student achievement in classrooms that both did
and did not experience teacher turnover. The findings of this study “indicate that turnover
has a broader, harmful influence on student achievement since it can reach beyond just those
students of teachers who left or of those that replaced them.”16 Assumptions surrounding
these effects posit that the negative impacts of teacher turnover are related to loss of
13

Behrstock-Sherratt, E. et al. “From Good to Great: Exemplary Teachers Share Perspectives on Increasing Teacher
Effectiveness Across the Career Continuum.” American Institutes for Research, 2014. pp. 10–11.
https://gtlcenter.org/sites/default/files/Good_to_Great_Report.pdf
14 Gray, L. and S. Taie. “Public School Teacher Attrition and Mobility in the First Five Years: Results From the First
Through Fifth Waves of the 2007–08 Beginning Teacher Longitudinal Study.” National Center for Education
Statistics, 2015. p. 3. https://nces.ed.gov/pubs2015/2015337.pdf
15 Figure adapted from Ibid.
16 Ronfeldt, M., S. Loeb, and J. Wyckoff. “How Teacher Turnover Harms Student Achievement.” The National Center
for Analysis of Longitudinal Data in Education Research, 2012. p. 22.
https://caldercenter.org/sites/default/files/Ronfeldt-et-al.pdf
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professional trust, negative working environment, and loss of institutional knowledge among
remaining staff, which ultimately harms classroom instruction.17 Figure 1.7 outlines the key
outcomes of high teacher turnover on student achievement, district finances, and teacher
workforce quality and supply.
Figure 1.7: Impacts of Teacher Turnover
High teacher turnover rates in schools negatively impact student achievement for all the
students in a school, not just those in a new teacher’s classroom.
High turnover
undermines student
achievement

These rates are highest in schools serving low-income students and students of color.
Constant churn exacerbates staffing difficulties that lead to shortages. Thus, students in
these hard-to-staff schools disproportionately suffer the consequences of both turnover
and shortages: substitute teachers, canceled classes, and inexperienced, underprepared
teachers.
Districts serving children of color are about four times more likely to be assigned
uncertified teachers.

Turnover imposes
significant financial
costs

Teacher replacement costs, including expenses related to separation, recruitment, hiring,
and training, can range from an average of $9,000 per teacher in rural districts to more
than $20,000 in urban districts. This is an estimated national cost of over $8 billion.
In high turnover settings, it’s important to consider what else these dollars could buy—
including teacher mentoring and learning opportunities to increase effectiveness—if they
weren’t being spent on filling the leaky bucket each year.
In the 36 states that reported teacher shortage data in 2016 or 2017, at least 87,000
positions were not filled by a fully certified teacher. Assuming the same rates of shortages
in the remaining states, the national total of uncertified teachers would be approximately
109,000 (and this may not include teachers of non-core subjects).

Turnover
undermines quality

Roughly 9 of 10 teachers hired each year are replacing colleagues who left teaching, twothirds of them having quit before retirement.
When shortages exist, recruiting costs increase—as districts try to recruit from other
states and countries and high-need teachers turn down many job offers to take the best
one, usually from the most well-heeled district.
The negative effects on student learning climb, as the band-aids to address vacant
classrooms—substitutes, untrained staff, canceled classes, larger class sizes—undermine
learning.

Small changes in
turnover rates can
have big effects on
the adequacy of
supply

Small changes in the national attrition rate have a large impact on teacher labor markets.
Attrition rates increased from 5.6% to 7.7% between 1988 and 2012. In a workforce of
3.8 million, this seemingly small increase adds 79,000 to the number of teachers needing
to be hired each year, leaving a total of about 292,000 teachers to be hired annually.

Source: The Learning Policy Institute18
17
18

Ibid.
Contents of figure taken verbatim with modifications from Darling-Hammond, L. and D. Carver-Thomas. “Why
Addressing Teacher Turnover Matters.” Learning Policy Institute, 2017.
https://learningpolicyinstitute.org/blog/why-addressing-teacher-turnover-matters
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Even so, the aforementioned impact on student achievement from teacher turnover
depends largely on teacher quality. According to a study on teacher turnover and teacher
quality in DC Public Schools (DCPS), teacher turnover had positive effects on student
achievement. This study found that the quality of teachers leaving DCPS, as determined by
their teacher evaluation system, was significantly lower than the quality of teachers entering
the district, and thus improved the overall quality of the district’s workforce.19 While this is
not always the trend in other districts, the results of the DCPS study indicate that turnover of
low-quality, underperforming teachers improves student achievement and that student
achievement suffers specifically when high-quality teachers leave. Thus, retention strategies
should focus on retaining teachers that are high-performers.

19

Adnot, M. et al. “Teacher Turnover, Teacher Quality, and Student Achievement in DCPS.” Educational Evaluation
and Policy Analysis, 39:1, March 2017. pp. 65–66. Retrieved from ERIC.ed.gov.
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SECTION II: TEACHER RECRUITMENT STRATEGIES
The purpose of effective recruitment is to improve teacher retention. By strategically
recruiting high-quality teachers, districts can avoid high rates of teacher turnover. 20
Recruitment efforts must be focused on attracting high-quality teachers that, most
importantly, fit the needs of the school community. Furthermore, “schools must match their
recruitment and retention efforts to the characteristics and motivations of the teachers and
teaching candidates they hope to attract.”21
Unfortunately, school districts tend to adopt a more passive recruitment approach that may
be “hyperlocal, untargeted, or nonexistent” (see a summary in Figure 2.1).22 According to a
2018 article in Educational Leadership:
Far from being actively recruited for their skills, mindsets, or credentials, most
prospective teachers are left to search the internet for open positions, navigate
bureaucratic application interfaces, and hope that they will hear back from a human
being at some point in the process. Generally speaking, the process relies almost
entirely on the initiative of the candidate.23

Figure 2.1: Trends in School District Recruitment Practices
Ninety-four percent of districts post job openings on their district websites, but only 30 percent of
districts post job openings on social media networks.

Sixty-seven percent of districts post job openings on websites of Schools of Education. Of those
districts, only 29 percent post job openings outside of the state in which the district is located.

Only 21 percent of districts post job openings on websites of alternative certification/preparation
programs.
Fewer than half of districts travel to colleges or universities to recruit at job fairs and other events.
Among districts that travel to colleges and universities to recruit at job fairs and other events, only 22
percent travel outside of the state in which the district is located.
Source: The Center for American Progress24
20

Konoske-Graf, A., L. Partelow, and M. Benner. “To Attract Great Teachers, School Districts Must Improve Their
Human Capital Systems.” Center for American Progress, 2016.
https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/education-k-12/reports/2016/12/22/295574/to-attract-greatteachers-school-districts-must-improve-their-human-capital-systems/
21 Krasnoff, B. “Teacher Recruitment, Induction, and Retention.” Research Brief. Northwest Comprehensive Center at
Education Northwest, 2014. p. 4. https://nwcc.educationnorthwest.org/sites/default/files/research-brief-teacherrecruitment-induction-retention.pdf
22 Konoske-Graf, Partelow, and Benner, Op. cit.
23 Herrmann, Z. “Rethinking Teacher Recruitment.” Educational Leadership, 75:8, 2018. Bolstering the Teacher
Pipeline. http://www.ascd.org/publications/educational-leadership/may18/vol75/num08/Rethinking-TeacherRecruitment.aspx
24 Contents of figure taken verbatim from Ibid.
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Accordingly, this section discusses two major strategies for improving teacher retention
through strong recruitment practices, including improving teacher preparation and
strengthening hiring practices.

IMPROVING TEACHER PREPARATION
Teachers who are well-prepared, including those who have more coursework related to
teaching and more experience student teaching, are typically more likely to stay in their
school and in the profession than teachers who are less prepared.25 Districts can influence
the type and quality of preparation among teaching students by building relationships with
specific institutions of higher education or other teacher preparation programs. By partnering
with local universities or alternative teacher preparation programs, districts can get involved
in preparing teachers to suit their specific district and school-level needs.26
For example, teacher residencies are a popular strategy that districts use to recruit teachers
trained for their specific needs. These programs are especially impactful in districts
experiencing higher rates of teacher turnover and greater teacher shortages. Figure 2.2 below
illustrates the seven characteristics of high-quality teacher residency programs, including the
productive partnerships between districts and universities, candidate on-site training and
coursework, and mentoring and cohort support.27
Figure 2.2: Characteristics of High-Quality Teacher Residencies
District-University Partnerships

•Teacher residencies place candidates in specific districts to fulfill the district's particular
needs.
•Residents commit to teaching in the local school district after the program ends.
•Programs are codesigned by the district and the university to ensure that residents get
to know the students and families in the communities in which they will be teaching and
are rigorously prepared to teach in those communities and schools.
Candidate Recruitment and Selection
•Districts and preparation programs partner in the recruitment and selection of the
residents to ensure that residents meet local hiring needs.
•Programs aim to broaden and diversify the local teacher workforce by selecting highquality candidates through a competitive screening process.
•Residencies recruit candidates from a wide variety of backgrounds, both recent college
graduates and mid-career professionals, and are highly-selective.

25

Carver-Thomas and Darling-Hammond, Op. cit., p. vi.
“Addressing the Teacher Shortage,” Op. cit., p. 1.
27 Podolsky, A. et al. “Solving the Teacher Shortage: How to Attract and Retain Excellent Educators.” Research Report.
Learning Policy Institute, 2016. pp. 23–24. https://learningpolicyinstitute.org/sites/default/files/productfiles/Solving_Teacher_Shortage_Attract_Retain_Educators_REPORT.pdf
26
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Clinical Experience
•For at least one academic year, candidates spend four to five days a week in a classroom
under the wing of an experienced and trained mentor teacher, and gradually take on
more responsibilities over the year.
•Most residence receive at least 900 hours of pre-service clinical preparation while the
norm for more traditional programs is in the range of 400-600 hours.
•Most alternative certification programs offer little or no student teaching.
Coursework
•Coursework in residencies is closely integrated with clinical experiences.
•Sometimes, courses are designed and taught by experienced teachers in the district.
Often, the university faculty members who teach courses are involved in local schools
and are themselves former teachers.
•Many courses are co-taught by school and university faculty.
•Candidates take graduate-level coursework that leads to both state
certification/licensure and a master’s degree from the partner university.
Mentor Recruitment and Selection
•Residencies not only allow districts to attract and train high-quality teacher candidates,
but also provide career advancement opportunities for experienced teachers within
those districts to serve as mentors, supervisors, and instructors in the programs.
•As it is for candidates, the selection process for mentors typically is rigorous because
they must be both experienced and accomplished.
Cohorts Placed in Teaching Schools
•Participants of a program may be clustered in university courses as well as school sites,
to create a stronger support network and to foster collaboration among new and
experienced teachers.
•Faculty members from the school and university work together to develop curriculum,
improve instruction, and undertake school reforms, making the entire school a site for
learning and feedback for adults and students alike.
Financial Support Incentives
•Residency programs are organized and funded to offer financial incentives to attract and
retain high-quality candidates with diverse backgrounds and experiences.
•These incentives include living stipends, student loan forgiveness, and/or tuition
remittance in exchange for residents’ commitment to teaching in the district for a
specified period of time, typically three to five years.
Source: American Educator28

28

Contents of figure taken verbatim with modification from Guha, R., M.E. Hyler, and L. Darling-Hammond. “The
Teacher Residency: A Practical Path to Recruitment and Retention.” American Educator, 41:1, 2017. pp. 32–33.
Retrieved from ERIC.ed.gov.
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Teacher residency programs help districts address specific recruitment goals and needs. Goals
surrounding teacher recruitment can include diversifying the local teacher workforce and
fully staffing high-need schools and subjects. Teacher residency programs are also particularly
effective at retaining teachers. Teacher residency graduates are less likely to leave their
positions or the profession; specifically, district retention rates of teacher residency graduates
often hover around 80 to 90 percent three years after graduation.29
A key component of building a partnership with a teacher preparation program to attract
potential teachers is providing information about what future teachers should expect, both
from the teaching profession in general and from the district specifically. According to a
survey from the Harvard University Education Policy Group, undergraduate students who
seriously consider teaching as a post-graduate career expressed concerns primarily regarding
salary, classroom management, and teacher efficacy. 30 Additionally, 73 percent of
respondents already considered a teaching career before their third year of undergraduate
education, which is generally when preparation programs begin recruitment outreach.31 To
mitigate the concerns expressed by potential teaching students and, therefore, expand
recruitment outreach to a wider audience, districts should consider the following teacher
recruitment strategies:32
Communicate accurate information about teacher salaries.
Address concerns about classroom management.
Sell potential student impact.
Begin recruitment early.

In addition to partnerships with traditional teacher preparation programs, districts should
also consider non-traditional methods for developing a pipeline of well-qualified teachers
who are likely to remain in the district. The Center for American Progress identifies several
non-traditional program types used by districts across the United States, listed in Figure 2.3,
that may be especially useful for recruiting diverse teacher candidates. Early outreach
programs, for example, focus on promoting teaching as a career option to current secondary
students. These programs often provide coursework and internship opportunities to
interested high school students through district-university partnerships. 33 Grow-your-own
programs often go further to include local high school and college graduates.34 In grow-yourown programs, school districts support both current staff members, such as

29

Ibid., p. 34.
Curtin, J. et al. “Rethinking Teacher Recruitment at Harvard.” Institute of Politics Education, 2013. pp. 3–4.
https://iop.harvard.edu/sites/default/files_new/research-policy-papers/Ed_Policy_Paper.pdf
31 Ibid., p. 5.
32 Bulleted text quoted verbatim from Ibid., p. 1.
33 [1] Bireda, S. and R. Chait. “Increasing Teacher Diversity: Strategies to Improve the Teacher Workforce.” Center for
American Progress, 2011. p. 7. http://www.americanprogress.org/wpcontent/uploads/issues/2011/11/pdf/chait_diversity.pdf [2] Ball, J. “Districts Step up Efforts to Recruit New
Teachers.” Citizen Times, 2016. http://www.citizen-times.com/story/news/local/2016/03/07/districts-step-upefforts-recruit-new-teachers/81276388/
34 Bireda and Chait, Op. cit., p. 7.
30
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paraprofessionals, as well as community members, to obtain teaching certifications through
various supports such as high school coursework, dual enrollment, summer programs, job
shadowing opportunities, and/or access to traditional teacher preparation programs.35
Figure 2.3: Alternative Recruitment Partnership Options to Improve the Recruitment of
Diverse Teacher Candidates
PROGRAM TYPE

DESCRIPTION

Alternative
certification
programs

Alternative certification programs such as Teach for America, district-led programs
such as the Boston Teacher Residency program, and local programs run by outside
providers such as the New York Teaching Fellows/The New Teacher Project.
Alternative certification programs often specifically focus on recruiting teachers to
hard-to-staff schools.

Grow-Your-Own
programs

Early outreach
programs

In a “Grow Your Own” program, a school district partners with an institution of
higher education to prepare paraprofessionals, other school staff, or other
members of the community who are not certified as teachers to teach in the
district. The theory is that drawing from the school community will yield teachers
who are more likely to match the racial, ethnic, and economic characteristics of the
students and will be more likely to stay in the district for a longer period of time.
Early outreach programs attempt to attract high school
students into the profession before they enter college. Early outreach programs
exist in urban high schools across the country and can provide a direct pathway
from high school into teaching. Minority high school students have an opportunity
to build more positive feelings about teaching through these programs and may
also receive financial support through college if they commit to becoming a
teacher. The disadvantage of these programs is that they are recruiting very young
people into teaching and may not be able to adequately identify participants who
have the skills, motivation, and attitude to be successful teachers.

Source: Center for American Progress36

STRENGTHENING HIRING PRACTICES
Strong hiring practices are also a critical element of recruiting and retaining talented teachers.
The timing of district hiring efforts is essential in recruiting the highest quality candidates.
Starting the hiring process early allows schools to gather as much information as possible on
a candidate and can prevent delays in teacher placement, which mitigates negative impacts
of late hiring on student achievement. 37 To ensure the timely hiring of highly qualified
teachers:38

35

See, for example: [1] Sutton, J.P., et al. “Building Special Education Teacher Capacity in Rural Schools: Impact of a
Grow Your Own Program.” Rural Special Education Quarterly, 33:4, 2014. Retrieved from EBSCOhost.
[2] Versland, T.M. “Principal Efficacy: Implications for Rural ‘Grow Your Own’ Leadership Programs.” Rural
Educator, 35:1, 2013. Retrieved from EBSCOhost.
36 Figure created with language verbatim with modification from: Bireda and Chait, Op. cit., p. 7.
37 Podolsky et al., “Solving the Teacher Shortage: How to Attract and Retain Excellent Educators,” Op. cit., p. 28.
38 Bulleted text quoted verbatim with modifications from Podolsky, A. et al. “Solving the Teacher Shortage.” Research
Brief. Learning Policy Institute, 2016. pp. 5–6. https://learningpolicyinstitute.org/sites/default/files/productfiles/Solving_Teacher_Shortage_Attract_Retain_Educators_BRIEF.pdf
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Districts and schools can strengthen hiring practices to ensure decisions are made as early as
possible with the best candidate pool and based on the best information possible. Some highperforming schools and districts invest substantial time in a multi-step hiring process that allows
the school staff and candidate to assess their fit based on extensive information, including
teaching demonstration lessons and school visits in which the candidate meets other teachers
and staff.
Districts can revise timelines for voluntary transfers or resignations so that hiring processes
can take place as early as possible, ideally in the spring of the prior school year. In order to give
school leaders better visibility into their hiring earlier in the school year, states and districts can
implement incentives for teachers to submit their intent to resign or retire earlier in the school
year and also require that the voluntary transfer process be completed earlier.
Districts can reduce unnecessary barriers to entry for veteran teachers moving from other
states and districts. Districts can offer salaries commensurate with experience so that veteran
teachers who want to transfer into the district do not lose salary credit.

In reviewing candidates’ qualifications, the New Teacher Project (TNTP) recommends
schools use a competency-based selection model. Competency-based selection models
allow schools to prioritize their needs and match the most important needs with the
candidates who have the appropriate qualifications. These models act as rubrics to help
schools make the most informed and accurate decisions based on their school community’s
needs. An example of a competency-based selection model is pictured in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: Competency-Based Teacher Selection Model Example
Selection Model
What are you
looking for?

Identified criteria are called “competencies.”
Example of one competency: Teaching Ability
Each Competency has examples of specific behaviors called “indicators.”
Examples indicators of Teaching Ability
o Conveys ideas and information clearly
o Provides reasonable examples of effective lesson-planning,
instructional strategies, and/or student assessment
o Possesses the ability to make content meaningful for students

What does it look like?

How are you going
to see it?

How will you
evaluate it?

Selection activities (application questions, interview
questions/scenarios, writing prompts) are aligned with one or more
competencies.
Candidates are rated.
Example of a four-point rating scale: (1) exemplary, (2) somewhat
strong, (3) somewhat weak and (4) poor or ineligible.

Source: The New Teacher Project39
39

“Recruitment and Selection.” The New Teacher Project, 2014. Retrieved from https://tntp.org/teacher-talenttoolbox/explore/hiring
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Additional competencies that districts might consider evaluating with the competency-based
teacher selection model are:40
Classroom
Management

Critical
Thinking

Achievement

Reflective
Practice

Commitment/
Persistence

After developing the competency-based selection model, schools should implement a
comprehensive and detailed selection process, pictured in Figure 2.5, that starts with a
written application, and includes a phone screen, a lesson demonstration, an in-person
interview, and professional reference checks before making an offer.
Figure 2.5: Teacher Selection Process
Application &
Resumé Review

Phone
Screen

Lesson
Demo &
Debrief

In-Person
Interview

Reference
Checks

Offer

Source: The New Teacher Project41

Schools should consider this thorough hiring process because it helps gather more detailed
information on teaching candidates and ensures that candidates will be committed and
invested in the school and their positions.

40
41

Block list adapted from Ibid.
Ibid.
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SECTION III: RETAINING NEW TEACHERS –
MENTORSHIP PROGRAMMING
Professional and emotional support mechanisms for teachers, especially new teachers, can
have lasting impacts on teacher retention. New teachers feel more effective in their roles
and more involved in their communities when they have strong leaders to learn from and
work with. Additionally, new teachers feel more included and attached to the community
when working in a positive school environment with knowledgeable and collaborative
colleagues. 42 Positive school environments and supportive relationships improve teacher
quality and effectiveness, leading to higher student achievement and less teacher turnover.
This section provides detailed information on providing high-quality mentorship to promote
the success and retention of new teachers.

PROVIDING QUALITY MENTORING PROGRAMS FOR NEW TEACHERS
Mentor programs are particularly effective strategies for improving teachers’ working
environments and providing support mechanisms that improve teacher effectiveness. New
teachers, specifically, are more likely to stay in their schools for more than five years if they
began their career with supportive, professional mentors.43
However, the quality, structure, and goals of the mentorship program are significant factors
in new teacher retention. New teacher mentoring programs will generally fit within a range
of support, as described by The Southern Regional Education Board created a Continuum of
Support, pictured in Figure 3.1. The Continuum of Support starts with “no support,” which
would include districts with unstructured and unguided programs, and extends to “peopledriven,” which describes programs that reinforce the professional growth efforts for both
new teachers and experienced mentors.

42

Gallant, A. and P. Riley. “Early Career Teacher Attrition: New Thoughts on an Intractable Problem.” Teacher
Development, 18:4, 2014. p. 575-576. Retrieved from EBSCOhost.
43 Behrstock-Sherratt, E. et al., Op. cit., pp. 10-11.
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Figure 3.1: New Teacher Mentoring Programs Continuum of Support
No Support
•New teachers receive no formal help from designated mentors, or mentors receive no formal
guidance from their district.

Compliance-Driven
•As part of a required induction program, new teachers consult with mentors to complete projects,
such as portfolios and professional growth plans.

Problem-Driven
•Mentoring structures and activities are linked to specific challenges that early-career educators
encounter in the classroom.

People-Driven
•Mentors support teachers' entry into professional communities. The program emphasizes both
teacher and mentor growth.
Source: The Southern Regional Education Board44

Districts can focus on three action areas to transform their new teacher mentoring programs
(or lack thereof) into people-driven, highly effective programs: rethinking program elements
that affect mentors; addressing challenging that new teachers really face; and using a tiered
process to respond to needs.45 Figure 3.2 on the following page contains recommended steps
for each action area. For additional details on the action areas and action steps, please follow
this link.

44

Contents of figure taken verbatim from “Mentoring New Teachers: How Can Renewed Approaches to Mentoring
Help New Teachers?” Southern Regional Education Board, 2018. Educator Effectiveness. p. 1.
https://www.sreb.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/mentoring_new_teachers_2.pdf
45 Bulleted text quoted verbatim with minimal modifications from Ibid.
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Figure 3.2: Action Steps for Improving New Teacher Mentoring Programs
RETHINK PROGRAM ELEMENTS THAT AFFECT MENTORS
Reframe mentor selection criteria:

▪ Gather input from school administrators, current mentors and teachers to identify personality characteristics,
work habits and skills that predict aptitude for good mentoring. Use this information to develop or adapt the
process and criteria that are used to select mentors.
Rebrand the job of a mentor:

▪ First, clearly define the role and daily activities of a mentor.
▪ Then, elevate the mentors' role to communicate that mentors' actions, time and growth are valued. Create
differentiated job descriptions for teachers, mentors, teacher-leaders and instructional coaches, including the
daily work and performance expectations for each.
Develop clear-cut plans for mentor growth:

▪ Mentor development should include both initial and ongoing professional support.
Get creative and precise about making school-based mentoring doable:

▪ Identify barriers to consistent, quality mentoring and use human capital structures to address the challenges.
ADDRESS CHALLENGES THAT NEW TEACHERS REALLY FACE
Use a personal lens to improve the criteria used to select mentors:

▪ Check that selection criteria communicate mentors’ crucial role in helping new teachers acclimate to their
school community and the culture of teaching.
Talk to teachers about their experiences:

▪ Conduct surveys and focus groups with teachers about what they experienced during their first year to learn
more about the ebb and flow of personal and professional transitions.
Share real ways for mentors to provide people driven support:

▪ Train mentors to identify new teachers' inefficient habits and provide coaching, without compromising quality.
▪ Create checklists and pacing calendars for mentors to give them concrete guidance and ways to self-monitor.
USE A TIERED PROCESS TO RESPOND TO NEEDS
Encourage mentors to help new teachers proactively more often than reactively:

▪ Training sessions and tools should provide mentors with examples of new teachers' needs at each level.
▪ Guide them to anticipate other needs that new teachers might have at different stages throughout the school
year.

▪ Give specific suggestions for the times and areas that mentors should act as a thought partner.
Remind mentors to delegate:

▪ Have them reflect on which needs they can support themselves and which may call for including a colleague
with specialized knowledge or authority, such as an instructional coach or administrator.
Design reference materials for mentors:

▪ Work with teachers and mentors to develop staged lists of areas for mentors to check in with their mentees
about, as well as a timeline of activities that align with the needs of new teachers and the procedures of a
specific district or school.
Source: The Southern Regional Education Board46

46

Contents of figure were taken verbatim with modifications from Ibid., pp. 4–9.
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Supportive new teacher mentoring programs rely on high-quality mentors. Figure 3.3
contains eight qualities that all new teacher mentors should embody to be the most effective
and supportive. Some of these qualities include showing respect, actively listening, providing
a safe space, and telling the truth. Above all, highly qualified teachers make the best new
teacher mentors.
Figure 3.3: Eight Qualities of Supportive New Teacher Mentors
Respect
•First and foremost, there must be respect between the mentor and the mentee.
•New teachers feel worthy when their colleagues reach out to make sure they are
involved. This can take many forms—having lunch, sending an email, or even going to a
union meeting together. Showing respect is all about the little things.

Listening
•By truly listening, mentors will get to know their mentees in a more personal way. The
magic of listening allows mentors and mentees to get to know each other and informs
the mentor on how they can be of assistance.
•When a mentor puts all verbal and nonverbal clues together, they should be able to
synthesize the needs of their mentees and recognize what they need and how to help.

Challenging
•Great mentors push thinking and help mentees grow in new ways. They alert mentees
to new teaching methods and provide tips for how to handle various situations
throughout the year.
•Most importantly, "tips" should be posed as questions. Questions require new teachers
to discover and learn for themselves.

Collaboration
•This critical step benefits everyone within the support system. By helping mentees
refine ideas, mentors help themselves remain focused on quality teaching practices.
•Mentors should not wait for mentees to seek wisdom. In fact, it can go a long way in
strengthening the bond between teachers when both bring ideas to the table.

Celebration
•Success comes in a variety of shapes and sizes. Mentors should celebrate all of their
mentees' successes, no matter how big or important they are in the grand scheme of
things.

Truth
•Honesty and constructive criticism help new teachers learn. Mentors have the
opportunity to coach their mentees through changes in their careers, so they must be
truthful in their supports.
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Safety
•Mentors must ensure their mentees feel that it is acceptable to make mistakes and
discuss the causes and outcomes. Responding to sensitive challenges in a supportive and
safe way help mentees healthily address their concerns.

Empathy
•Mentors should be understanding and supportive through all new teacher experiences.
•Offer meaningful advice, personal experiences, and ideas that can support the personal
and professional development of new teacher mentees.
Source: Education Week47

47

Figure adapted from Long, K. “Eight Qualities of a Great Teacher Mentor.” Education Week, 2014.
https://www.edweek.org/tm/articles/2014/09/30/ctq_long_mentor.html
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APPENDIX A: SASS AND TFS RESPONSE DATA REASONS TEACHERS LEAVE
Figure A.1: Percentage of Teachers Reporting Various Reasons for Leaving the Teaching
Profession among Voluntary Leavers
Reasons Given for Leaving

Overall
%

Math &
Science
Teachers

Special
Education
Teachers

ELD
Teachers*

Teachers
of Color

Teachers
in HighPoverty
Schools

Teachers
in HighMinority
Schools

DISSATISFACTION (55%)
Dissatisfaction with Assessment and Accountability Issues
Dissatisfied because of
assessments and
accountability measures
Dissatisfied because not
enough support to prepare
students for assessments
Dissatisfied with
compensation tied to
student performance

25%

26%

24%

26%

26%

30%

35%

17%

18%

14%

4%

18%

24%

25%

8%

5%

6%

6%

11%

8%

8%

Dissatisfaction with Administrative Issues
Dissatisfied with the
administration
Too many intrusions on
teaching time
Discipline issues were an
issue at school
Not enough autonomy in the
classroom
Dissatisfied with lack of
influence over school policies
and practices

21%

13%

14%

6%

22%

18%

15%

18%

11%

13%

25%

15%

16%

14%

17%

10%

10%

26%

19%

18%

17%

14%

7%

6%

12%

15%

12%

10%

13%

10%

8%

4%

14%

12%

9%

Dissatisfaction with Teaching Career
Dissatisfied with teaching as
a career
Not enough opportunities for
leadership or professional
advancement

21%

12%

15%

12%

19%

18%

16%

9%

7%

7%

2%

9%

6%

5%

Dissatisfaction with Working Conditions
Dissatisfied with job
description or assignment
Dissatisfied with large class
sizes
Dissatisfied with working
conditions (facilities,
classroom resources, school
safety)

12%

11%

11%

22%

12%

13%

14%

10%

6%

7%

20%

6%

8%

7%

9%

6%

7%

3%

11%

8%

9%

*The sample of ELD teachers is small. Interpret with caution.
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Reasons Given for Leaving

Overall
%

Math &
Science
Teachers

Special
Education
Teachers

ELD
Teachers*

Teachers
of Color

Teachers
in HighPoverty
Schools

Teachers
in HighMinority
Schools

PERSONAL OR LIFE REASONS (43%)
Wanted to take a job more
conveniently located
Other personal life reasons
(e.g., pregnancy/child care,
health, caring for family)

11%

10%

9%

16%

13%

11%

11%

37%

33%

42%

42%

40%

37%

41%

CHANGE OF CAREER (31%)
Decided to pursue another
career
Taking courses to improve
career opportunities within
the field of education
Taking courses to improve
career opportunities outside
the field of education

28%

22%

23%

31%

29%

25%

24%

13%

9%

13%

3%

19%

11%

10%

5%

5%

4%

0%

5%

3%

3%

50%

27%

29%

22%

RETIREMENT (31%)
Decided to retire or receive
retirement benefits

31%

28%

37%

FINANCIAL REASONS (18%)
Wanted or needed a higher
salary

13%

11%

16%

3%

11%

1%

9%

Needed better benefits

8%

5%

8%

0%

6%

5%

3%

Concerned about job security

7%

6%

7%

1%

6%

6%

4%

*The sample of ELD teachers is small. Interpret with caution
Source: The Learning Policy Institute48

48

Contents of figure taken verbatim from Carver-Thomas and Darling-Hammond, Op. cit., pp. 7–8.
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